
 

Mitigate Security Risk in Remote 
Working Home Office Environments 
Title: Newly Launched Remote Working Threats Course Announcement. 

Remote working threats course reveals new security solutions. 

Switching to online working or remote working environments adds new exposures to business 

organizations where increased security awareness better prepares workers and management alike. 

Summary: Remote Working Threats Course Covers Security Solutions 

Remote Working Threats course is an on-demand curriculum with content for business, data, security, 

and risk management solutions. The Covid-19 pandemic hit the world with many businesses and 

organizations not fully prepared to switch to online working. Or now that the switch has been made are 

realizing new remote working risks, security vulnerabilities and physical or informational threats. The 

Remote Working Threats course shares security prevention and risk mitigation techniques. 

Intro: Is Your Remote Work Environment Secure? 

Calgary, AB (EXPERTCLICK'S NEWS RELEASE WIRE.) February – High-quality academic content with 

learning outcomes and immediate take-aways positions management and workers to better manage the 

business phases in the remote working environment. Recognized by ASIS International, Loreen Sherman 

the author of the course is board-level certified in security management. Discover how to increase the 

alignment of the organization’s security program with a Work from Home Policy. This course helps the 

enrollee recognize physical prevention measures that a Remote Work Analysis should cover. 

“How to guard against crippling data breaches”, says Loreen Sherman, Director and CEO of Star-Ting 

Incorporated, instructor of the Remote Working Threats course. “By preparing the physical workplace 

means adapting to new requirements and implementing new procedures that alleviates anxiety for 

staff.” 

Covid-19 is central to the worldwide crisis starting in 2020 which impacts people in every nation. As a 

force for change the Covid-19 pandemic threw many companies into disruption of their supply chain. 

One of the reactions of industry was to respond with protecting its workforce and customers by social 

distancing; and many workers were thrust into a new remote working environment. This drove Loreen 

Sherman who has operated three businesses under remote working conditions combined with teaching 

six eLearning courses as faculty certified by the Apollo Education Group to create the content materials 

for the remote working course (https://threatmitigations.thinkific.com). The newly launched Remote 

Working Threats course has 7 educational sessions, 26 exercises and 9 bonuses for those enrolled. 

https://threatmitigations.thinkific.com/


The composition of remote workers is a blend of casual, full-time and managers in a home office 

environment from at least once a week is growing. Statista says that 25% of companies will move 10% of 

their employees to permanent remote positions post Covid-19. 

Many firms have reached out to consultants to help develop Work from Home Policies and secure their 

new business operational environment. 

Recognized by the Canadian Association of Management Consultants (CMC-Canada) as a Certified 

Management Consultant, Loreen Sherman has fostered excellence and integrity in the management 

consulting profession. She conforms to the professional Code of Conduct and Ethics as a RIMS Certified 

Risk Management Professional who shares security and risk insights throughout the course. 

“Providing security awareness to remote workers by aligning the organization with its security program 

requires remote working programs and policies to focus on the vulnerabilities of working in isolation 

where balancing life and work in the new environment starts with assessing home procedures by 

creating new or updating security protocols”, recommends Loreen Sherman. 

The Remote Working Course is designed to provide ways to guard against crippling data breaches and 

gain security best-practices, insights, and risk mitigation techniques. For example, Sherman shares 

how to layer protection by learning vital security tips. Sherman shares a Security Planning Five-Point 

Guide which enrollees can utilize to help strengthen their security program; as well as also providing 

seven inclusions needed for a Security Risk Manual. 

Learning Outcomes: 

The Remote Working Threats Course contains security prevention techniques remote workers should 

know to better: 

1) Understand the impacts of the remote / home office environment from a security risk 

perspective. 

2) Identify exposures by measuring performance with checklists provided, for example, the top 5 

human errors. 

3) Plan and act on guarding against crippling data or security breaches. 

7 CPD Credits and Certificate of Completion 

“Reduce the risk of remote working, external exposures, security vulnerabilities and physical or 

informational security threats by staying risk-informed with an on-demand curriculum covering seven 

educational sessions in business, data, risk and security management for exposure prevention and threat 

mitigation,” says Loreen Sherman “Adding the Home Environment plays a serious role in how vulnerable 

the worker and ultimately the business is, with potentially serious impacts to the bottom-line.” 

Get a toolbox of knowledge, by enrolling in the Remote Working Threats course for crime protection 

against industrial espionage and insider threats by visiting (https://threatmitigations.thinkific.com). 



Contact 

Star-Ting Incorporated was founded in 2007 as a sole proprietor, then in 2009 became an extra-

provincial, federally incorporated company providing corporate and government advisory services in 

business, data, risk, and security management. Looking for remote working security solutions then visit 

us at http://star-ting.com or call 1.403.289.2292. 
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